Fabrication of nano-structures on multiple sides of a non-planar surface
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The invention is a breakthrough in the method of fabrication of biomedical devices, making them safer and less infectious. It allows the reproduction of nano-features to one or both side of non-planar biomedical devices. This would improve the cell motility and kill bacteria.

FULL DESCRIPTION

Bacteria that adhere to the surfaces of implanted medical devices can cause catastrophic infection. Studies show that incorporating nanostructured coating will prolong the useable lifetime of a biomedical device. It prevents bacterial biofilm from building up, while serving to control and improve spatial adhesion of mammalian cells on the device surface. Unfortunately, no technology can currently apply nanostructured coating to the required range of diverse biomedical device materials and non-planar surface topologies. Furthermore, if the device will contact cells and bacteria on multiple sides, surface features (micro- or nanostructures) should cover all exposed area. Current methods do not allow such features.

Inventors at UCI succeeded in inventing a method for making curved surfaces on medical devices with nano-patterns. This method would allow the control of mammalian cell adhesion as well as providing such device surfaces with anti-bacterial and bactericidal properties. The proposed method allows the reproduction of arbitrary micro- and nano- features from a planar master mold to one or both sides of a non-planar biomedical device surface with high fidelity. With both side of the device having the nano structure, bacteria cannot proliferate and cells show increased motility on the device. Consequently, the lifetime of biomedical implants can be extended significantly as well.

SUGGESTED USES

· Fabrication of biomedical devices
· Artificial corneas, catheters and stents
· Biomedical Implants

ADVANTAGES

· Uniquely able to apply precisely nano- or microstructures biomedical device material on complex curved topographies
· Allows having Nano-structures on both side of non-planar services
· Applicable to different biomedical material surfaces
· Bacteria cannot proliferate, reducing infections
· Increases the cell motility of the device, improving host integration Extends the lifetime of biomedical implants
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LIMITATIONS

· New fabrication method, may require modifications in the fabrication facilities
· Needs special elastomer molds

STATE OF DEVELOPMENT

· Produced a prototype for a lens-shaped device with a diameter of 1.16 cm and radius of curvature of 11.31, for use as an artificial cornea device.
• Dimensions of this device will be adjusted to suit animals and human corneas for further study.

• Future steps: Create PMMA artificial cornea prototypes for in vivo studies and later on for a commercially available artificial cornea replacement.
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